Fig. 2: Breakdown of Institutional Investors in Market Neutral
Hedge Funds
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Fig. 3: Breakdown of Institutional Investors Active in Market
Neutral Funds by Type
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Fig. 1: Key Facts: Investors in Market Neutral Hedge Funds
% of institutional hedge fund investors that state
market neutral as a preference

11.7%

Median AUM of a Market Neutral investor

USD 1.8 bn

Average allocation to hedge funds of a Market
Neutral investor

13.1%

Average returns sought from Market Neutral
investments

8%

Most favoured investment approach (funds of hedge
funds, direct hedge funds, both)

Mixture of
both
Source: Preqin

Market neutral hedge funds are a preference of 11.7%
of the institutional investors on Preqin’s Hedge Fund
Investor Profiles database. There has been a drop in
their popularity amongst institutional investors over the
past year as investors have rebalanced their portfolios,
moving away from market neutral strategies into other
hedge fund strategies such as global macro. In 2009
just over 15% of the investors on Preqin’s database
stated a preference for market neutral funds. Despite a
drop in its use amongst institutional investors, it remains
one of the more commonly used strategies. As market
conditions change and hedge fund investors continue
to tap into the best sources of returns, demand from the
increasingly important institutional sector of the market
may begin to grow once again. Recently, Ferd External
Managers, a NOK 3.4 billion investment company, has
added two market neutral managers to its investment
portfolio. Also following the trend is San Diego County
Employees Retirement Association, which manages
USD 7.4 billion and is in the process of looking for
managers within the market neutral sector.
The average market neutral investor has around USD
1.8 billion in assets under management and allocates
13.1% of total assets to hedge funds. On average,
market neutral investors seek returns of 8% from their
hedge fund investments.
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North America represents the hub of market neutral
investing. As seen in Fig.2, 53% of market neutral
investors are based in North America. Investors from
Asia and Rest of World do not currently represent a
large source of investors in market neutral strategies,
with these investors currently being more active in other
strategies such as multi-strategy, long/short equity and
distressed securities. However, interest in hedge funds
is growing in Asia and Rest of World and as a result we
can expect more capital to flow into market neutral funds
as these investors become more experienced in hedge
fund investment.
Funds of hedge funds are by far the most significant
source of capital for market neutral hedge fund
managers. Public pension funds and endowments are
also important for such fund managers, as together
they represent just under a quarter of all market neutral
investors.
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You can sign up to receive Hedge Fund Investor Spotlight, Preqin’s
monthly newsletter containing the latest research on hedge fund
investors. www.preqin.com/spotlight
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The Preqin Blog
We regularly post unique content and analysis on various
topics in the alternative assets industry. Subscribe to the RSS
feed or bookmark the page to be kept up to date on all the
latest topics and trends. www.preqin.com/blog

Preqin Hedge provides the most comprehensive institutional
investor information to hedge fund industry professionals available
today. Whether you are a fund manager, third-party marketer, prime
broker, consultant or advisor, Preqin Hedge is a vital information
service for you. Our unique products include information on:
> Institutional Investors
> Funds of Hedge Funds
> Advisors

Available as:
> Hard Copy Publications
> Online Database Services
> Consultancy and Research Support
> Tailored Data Downloads

For more information and to register for a demo, please visit:
www.preqin.com/hedge
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